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One partial recursive function is a pseudo-extension of another just in case the 
former agrees with the latter on all but finitely many of those arguments for which 
the latter is defined. This paper deals with the problem of effectively" modifying 
programs to make them halt on large classes of inputs. Solvable special cases of the 
problem of effectively finding programs (when they exist) for pseudo extensions of 
partial recursive functions are characterized. 
INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the problem of effectively making programs well 
behaved on unintended inputs. In general one would like programs to halt 
and give error messages when they are inadvertently given inputs which they 
were not originally designed to process meaningfully. In this paper we shall 
be concerned with the problem of getting programs to halt on unintended 
inputs. In Case (1973) we considered the possibility of solving this problem 
by applying a suitable algorithm to any program i to change it into a 
corresponding program j such that j performs the same computations as i on 
those inputs for which program i halts and in addition program j halts on all 
(or at least a larger class) of inputs. In Case (1973) we noted that there is in 
general no such suitable algorithm and we characterized many solvable 
special cases. 
In this paper we investigate the possibility that there may be more solvable 
cases if we weaken slightly what we allow as a solution: We characterize the 
cases for which there are algorithms for processing programs i to produce 
corresponding programs j such that j performs the same computation as i on 
all but finitely many of those inputs for which i halts and in additionj halts 
on all (or at least a larger class) of inputs. Intuitively the output programs j 
are allowed to make finitely many mistakes. If ~j., the partial function 
computed by program j, agrees with ~i, the partial function computed by 
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program i, on all but finitely many of the inputs for which i halts, we say ~j 
is a pseudo-extension f Oi. 
One of our motivations for considering algorithms whose output programs 
are allowed to make a finite number of mistakes comes from Blum's results 
in Blum (1971) that while in general there is no algorithm for finding 
suitably sped-up rograms for functions having such sped-up rograms, there 
is an algorithm for finding pseudo speed-ups (sped-up rograms for functions 
having sped-up programs), where one allows the sped-up program to make 
mistakes on finitely many inputs. Of course it may be argued (quite 
correctly) that a program which makes mistakes on finitely many inputs may 
give the wrong outputs on just that finite set of inputs for which it is ever 
used; hence, such a program may be useless. On the other hand, many times 
in "applied" recursion theory, for mathematical convenience or out of 
necessity one replaces "for all x" by "for all but finitely many x." For 
example, in the study of time bounded complexity classes (Moll and Meyer, 
1974) programs are allowed to exceed a time bound on finitely many inputs. 
Blum's sped-up programs (Blum, 1967) are sped-up on all but finitely many 
inputs--not in general on all inputs. In the present paper we are largely 
concerned with determining just how close to the theoretical limits of what 
can be accomplished are such simple observations as, for example, the obser- 
vation that if a program halts on a given r.e. set of inputs, it may be effec- 
tively modified (with little gain in complexity on the original set of inputs) to 
halt on a given additional r.e. set of inputs (Case, 1973). One of the main 
results of the present paper (Theorem 4) implies that even if we allow output 
programs to make finitely many mistakes, there is an algorithm for 
modifying programs which halt on a given r.e. set of inputs to make them 
halt on a given additional set of inputs (when such a modification exists) 
only if the additional set of inputs is r.e. Many of the results in the present 
paper could be stated in the form "Even if we allow output programs to 
make finitely many mistakes, we still cannot do any better than. . - ."  Such 
results give some insight into just how hard it is to improve on " . . . "  and 
justify, we believe, the consideration of programs which make a finite 
number of mistakes. 
In addition to considering ordinary algorithms for finding pseudo- 
extensions, we also investigate the consequences of allowing the algorithms 
for finding pseudo-extensions to have access to oracles (Rogers, 1967). For 
example, Theorem 4 implies that there is an algorithm which has access to 
an oracular solution to the halting problem (Rogers, 1967) and which 
modifies any program i halting on a given r.e. set of inputs to produce a 
program j computing a pseudo-extension f 0i and halting on an additional 
given set of inputs (when such a programj exists) only if the additional set of 
inputs is r.e. This might seem surprising at first blush since we want to make 
programs halt and are allowed access to an oracle for the halting problem. It 
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might be thought hat if we had access to an oracle for the halting problem, 
given a program i, we could systematically discover the inputs for which i 
halted, make j agree with i on those inputs, discover the inputs for which i 
did not halt, and make j have (say) output 0 on those inputs. The problem 
with this is that in general such an output program j does not even exist 
utiless it too can have access to an oracle for the halting problem. We only 
allow the algorithm for finding the suitable output programs (when they 
exist) to have access to an oracle for the halting problem; the output 
programs themselves are not allowed to make use of oracles. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let N = {0, 1, 2,...} be the set of natural numbers. We let a, e, i, k, s, u, v, 
x, y, and z range over N and A, B, C, and D range over subsets of N. We 
denote X as the complement of A. We let (~i)i~n be any acceptable 
numbering of the partial recursive functions Rogers (1958). For example, ~i 
might be the partial recursive function computed by the ith ALGOL 
program. We refer to i as a program for ~i. We let f, g, and h range over 
(total) functions: N~ N and qJ range over partial functions: N-~ N. We write 
~5~ for the domain of qt. We sometimes use Wi to denote cSqi~., the ith r.e. set. 
We speak of i as an index for W i. Let (., .) be any fixed recursive bijection 
from N × N onto N. Let (q~i)i~n be any Blum complexity measure (Blum, 
1967) associated with (4i)i~U" For example, q~i(x) might be the running time 
of the ith ALGOL program on input x. In general we assume that (q~i)i~n 
satisfies the Blum axioms for a complexity measure (Blum, 1967): (1) (gi, x) 
[60i=6q~i] and (2) {(i ,x,y) lq~i(x)=y } is recursive. We consider 
"y < tbi(x)" to be true if ~i(x) is undefined (=c~). 
We write ~x c 4y to mean that ~y is an extension of ~x (the graph of a 
partial function is a set of ordered pairs). We say that ~y is a pseudo- 
extension of 4x (written, ~ c_* 4y)¢> for all but finitely many numbers 
(u, v), Ox(U) = v =~ Oy(u) = v. We write A =* B to mean for all but finitely 
many x, x C A ~=~ x E B. 
Deciding membership in g0= {(x,y)lOx(Y ) is defined} is the halting 
problem. The partial function ~ (partial recursive in A) is computed by the 
xth oracular machine when it has access to an "oracle" for deciding 
membership in A. Deciding membership in A ~1) (read, A jump)= {(x,y) l
4A(y) is defined}, is the relativized halting problem for machines with oracle 
A. A is simple ~=~ [A is r.e. /~,4 is infinite /~.4 has no infinite r.e. subsets]. 
(See Rogers, 1967.) We call a set A pseudo-simple ~=~ [A is r.e. 
A(2B r.e. c A)[(A t..)B) is infinite AB is infinite A(ge) [W e c ~  (W e --B) 
is finite]]. See Rogers (1967, p. 121). Any unexplained notation or 
terminology is from Rogers (1967). 
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In Case (1973) we showed that if A and B are r.e. sets such that A _ B 
and A 4= B then there is no algorithm for extending to domain =B all those 
partial recursive functions having A contained in their domains and 
possessing a partial recursive xtension with domain =B. We further showed 
(by a degree computation, Rogers, 1967) that if (B -A)  has an infinite r.e. 
subset, then there is no such algorithm recursive in the halting problem. 
Theorem 1 generalizes this result to show that if (B- -A)  is infinite, then 
there is no algorithm partial recursive in K 0 for obtaining pseudo-extensions 
with domain =* B of all those partial recursive functions having A contained 
in their domains and possessing a partial recursive extension with domain 
=B. 
Before proceeding with Theorem 1, we show in Proposition 1 that in 
general there is a distinction between "program finding" algorithms which 
are partial recursive in K 0 and those which are reeursive in K 0. By the 
s - m - n theorem of Kleene (Rogers, 1967), if ~, is partial recursive, there is 
a recursive function f such that (Vx) [0sCx)=C~o(x) ] (where ()otx)(Y) is 
undefined if ~t(x) is undefined); however, Proposition 1 implies that this 
result does not relativitize to a form in which ~, and f are partial recursive in 
K 0 and recursive in K o, respectively. 
PROPOSITION l:. (3q] partial recursive in Ko) (Vf reeursive in Ko) (~x) 
Proof. There is a ~, partial recursive in K 0 such that 
O~x)(Y) = 0, if ~x not total, 
-- undefined, if OxiS total. 
We may compute ~t (with oracle K0) as follows. Given x, use K 0 to search 
for the least y (if any) such that 4x(Y) is undefined. If such a y is found, 
output a program for the identically zero function; otherwise, leave qJ(x) 
undefined. Suppose now that f is a function recursive in K 0 such that (¥x) 
[Os~x) = Oo~x)]. We show that {xlO x is total} is recursive in K 0, contradicting 
the well-known fact (Rogers, 1967) that the totality problem has strictly 
higher degree of unsolvability than the halting problem. Given x, decide 
whether 4x is total as follows. Use K 0 to compute f(x). Use K 0 to see if 
¢;st~)(0) is defined. If so, 4x is not total; if not, Ox is total. [[ 
We record the following simple observation as a lemma for convenient 
future reference. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose ~u is partial reeursive in K o. Then (~ reeursive g) 
(Vx) [qJ(x) is defined =~ [q J (x )=l im~g(x ,s ) ] ] ,  i.e. (~ reeursive g) 
[qj _c lim g]. 
Proof Suppose the hypothesis. Then there is a number e such that 
~e K0 = ~'. Let K~) be the finitely much of K 0 listed in s steps by some effective 
procedure for enumerating K o. Now g is recursive, where 
g(x, s) = qi~6(x), if Cir'(x) is defined in 4s steps, 
-- 0, otherwise. 
Clearly ~/_~ lim g. II 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A and B are r.e. and A ~_ B. Then the following 
three statements are equivalent, where "P"  abbreviates [A ~_ fox c_ B A (3y) 
(i) (3qt partial recursive in Ko) (Vx) [P~ [~u(x) is defined AOxc_* 
~o(x) A 5i~o(x) =*  B]]. 
(ii) (3tu partial recursive in Ko) (Vx) [P~ [~,(x) is defined A~x c _
Oo(x) A 6qlo(x)----B]]. 
(iii) (B -- A) is finite. 
Proof (ii) => (i) Immediate. 
(iii) =~ (ii) Suppose (iii). Let D = (B - A), a finite set. Define h recursive 
in K 0 thus. Given input x, use K 0 to find all the elements of D'  --- {y C D I 
O~(y) is not defined t. Let h(x) be a program for the partial recursive function 
which agrees with ql on 5q~x, is zero on D'  and diverges elsewhere. Clearly 
(Vx) [P =~ [~ _ 0h(x) A 5~h(~) = B]]. Hence (ii). 
( i):~ (iii) Suppose by way of contradiction (i) and not (iii). By 
Lemma 1, (3 recursive g) [q Jc l img] .  Let A s and B s be the finitely much 
listed in A and B, respectively, in ~s steps by some effective procedure for 
enumerating A and B. By implicit use of Kleene's recursion theorem (Rogers, 
1967) we define a partial recursive function Oe by stages and in terms of e. 
We attempt o satisfy P for x = e and at the same time we try to prevent 
q~e c*  ~g(e,s) for values of s large enough so that q/(e) = g(e, s). We satisfy P 
for x = e by making 5~i e = (A U C) _c B, where C is recursive. We use the 
fact that (B - -A)  is infinite to make C infinite, and we guarantee not 
~i e c_* qi,(e) by making qt e defined ~glg(e,s ) on C for suitably large s. 
Stage s. If there is an x not yet in ~q~e such that x E B s, x is greater than 
all currently checked numbers, and ~g(e,~)(x)~ s, pick the least such x, set 
~e(X) =- #g(e,s)(X) + 1, and check x. If there is a y not yet in 5ql e such that 
y E A s, pick the least such y and set (~e(Y) ~- O. 
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Let C = {xlx is eventually checked}. Clearly A c_ g~0e = (A L.)C)c_B. An 
effective enumeration of C in increasing order can be extracted from the 
above construction of G; hence, C is recursive. It follows that G is extensible 
to domain B. To see this, define a partial recursive function v/ thus, 
q/(x) = O, if x E (B - C), 
-~  ~g(e,s)(X) -}-1, if X was checked at stage s, 
=- undefined, otherwise. 
Clearly, [~e~---q/'A ¢~1¢/' =B] .  We have, then, that qt(e) is defined, ~(e)= 
lims~oo g(e, s), Go_* G~), and ~G~e)=* B. Pick So so large that (Vs>/s0) 
[g(e,s)=~t(e)]. We claim that C is infinite. Suppose by way of 
contradiction C is finite. Let s I be so large that sl >/s o and for all s/> s~, no 
number is checked at stage s. We have that (Vs>/s~) [Oe_C*4~(~,,)A 
&ig(~,,) =* B]. Let s>/s 1. Since (B -A)  is infinite and fiOg(e,s)=*B, it 
follows that ((Bg~fi4g(~.s))-A) is infinite; therefore, ((B~6(~g(~,~))- 
(A U {xlx <, max C})) is also infinite and, hence, is nonempty. Since for all 
s >/s~, g(e, s) is a constant (=~'(e)), it follows that at some stage s )s  l, 
there is an x > max C such that x ~ B', q~g(e,~)(x) ~ s, and x ~ A. The least 
such x is checked at such a stage s; therefore, both x C C and x > max C, a 
contradiction. We have established that C is infinite. Since infinitely many 
numbers are checked, infinitely many numbers are checked at stages s ) s  0. 
It follows that in the construction of Oe, ~ is infinitely often defined 4:4,(e). 
Therefore, not Oe C_* 00(e)' a contradiction; hence (i) => (iii). I 
In Case (1973) we noted that although partial recursive functions with 
recursive domains always possess (total) recursive extensions, there is no 
algorithm for finding such extensions. The following corollary to the proof of 
Theorem 1 (i)~> (iii) considerably strenghtens this result. 
COROLLARY 1. Not (3~ partial recursive in Ko) (Vx) [fig is recursive ~ 
[~'(x) is defined AG_~* 0~(x)6Oo(x) =* N]]. 
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction otherwise. Let A = O and B = N 
for the construction of 0e in the proof of (i)~> (iii) of Theorem 1. Then 
fig = (A kJ C )= C, a recursive set. Hence, ~,(e) is defined, G _c* ¢io~) ' and 
fi0o(~) --* N. As in the proof of (i) => (iii), we can show not (~ c_* (G(e), thus 
yielding a contradiction. I
Theorem 1 implies the halting problem is not a sufficiently powerful oracle 
to enable us in general to find pseudo-extensions when they exist. 
Proposition 2 implies that an oracle for r¢~1) does suffice for finding ordinary 
extensions when they exist. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose B is r.e. Then (3 9 partial reeursive in K~ l)) 
(Vx) [[&b x c B A (3y) [¢x c ~y A ~y = B] J] ~ [gt(x) is defined AOx c_ Oo~x) A
Proof Suppose the hypothesis. Compute ~t (with K~ 1)) thus. Given input 
x use K~0 ~) to search for the least y (if any) such that [Ox---Oy A fi#y = B]. If 
such a y is found, output y; otherwise, ~'(x) remains undefined. II 
It is an open question whether the g in Proposition 2 can be taken to be 
total. We conjecture that it cannot. 
In Case (1973) we showed that there is no algorithm for extending to total 
functions those partial recursive functions which have co-finite domains, i.e., 
which have finitely many "holes" in their domains. Theorem 2 strengthens 
this result. 
THEOREM 2. Not (~qJ partial recursive in Ko) (Vx) [~0x co-finite => [~(x) 
is defined AOx ~ * O~(x) A 60~(x ) = N]]. 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction there is such a ~,. By Lemma 1, 
there is a recursive function g such that ~, c_ lim g. By implicit use of the 
recursion theorem we define below a partial recursive function Oe by stages 
and in terms of e. The construction may be thought of as a degenerate 
priority argument in which there are but two conflicting requirements. The 
lower priority requirement is to make 0e undefined at exactly one point. If we 
do-not succeed, ~e will be total by default. Hence, in either case ~t(e) will be 
defined. The higher priority requirement is to force not ~e_<* Og(e,s) for 
values of s large enough so that ~,(e)=g(e,s). At each stage in the 
construction there is a number which is "currently seized" as a candidate for 
the unique argument at which to make ~e undefined. We release a number x 
from seizure (and seize a new number) if we have a chance to make ~be(x ) 
defined 4=Og~e.,)(x) for large values of s. 
Stage s. If no number is currently seized, seize the least x such that 
Oe(X) is not yet defined. If ~g{e,s>(x)<s, where x is the unique number 
currently seized, set #e(x) = Oe<e,s>(x) + 1 and release x from seizure. In any 
case let y be the least number not currently seized and not yet in fl0e. Set 
Oe(Y) = O. 
There are two cases. 
Case i. Some number x o is permanently seized. Then 6Oe= {Xo}. 
Therefore, fi#e is co-finite; hence, ~t(e) is defined, 0e _c* O~e>, and fi0~{e) = N. 
Let s o be so large that (¥s >~ So) [~,(e)=g(e, s)A Xo is seized at stage s]. 
Since fiOO<e> = N (3s/> So) [q~o<e)(x0)~< s]. Now for the least such s, qz(e)= 
g(e, s) and at stage s, ~g(e,s)(Xo)~ S. Hence, x o is released from seizure at 
stage s never to be seized again, a contradiction. Therefore, not Case 1. 
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Case 2. No number is permanently seized. Then &i  = N. Hence, tu(e) is 
defined, Ce-~* gtO(e), and fiO~te)= N. Let So be so large that (Vs >~ So) [qt(e)= 
g(e,s)]. Then for infinitely many stages s>~So, some new number x is 
released from seizure at stage s and tie(x) is defined ~¢g(e,~)(x)= ~O(e)(X). It 
follows that not Oe--* Oo(e), a contradiction. II 
Since in the proof of Theorem 2, fi~e had cardinality ~<1, we obtain the 
following corollary to the proof of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Not (~q/ partial recursive in Ko) (Yx) [~0~ contains <~1 
elements =~ [~,(x) is defined AOx ~* ~(~) A ~0~(~) = N]. 
In Case (1973) we showed that for each k > 0 there is no algorithm for 
extending to a (total) recursive function those partial recursive functions with 
exactly k "holes" in their domains. Theorem 3 implies this result changes 
from an unsolvability to a solvability result if we allow either pseudo- 
extensions or algorithms partial recursive in K 0. 
THEOREM 3. (a) (3 recursive f )  (Yx, k) [60x contains exactly k +1 
elements => [Ox c * (~I(x,k) A (~Of(x,k) = N] ]. 
(b) (~t partial recursive in Ko) O/x, k) [6O.v contains exactly k + 1 
elements ~ [qJ(x, k) is defined A(Jx c_ (~ ~(x,k) A 3O O(~,k) = N] ]. 
Proof. (a) By s - -m- -n  theorem there is a recursivef such that Of(~,k) 
can be effectively defined by stages. We indicate the construction only for 
¢~S(x,0), the general construction being similar and uniformly effective in k. In 
the construction the unique number "curently seized" at any stage is the 
candidate at that stage for the unique number not in 3Ox. 
Stage s. If no number is currently seized, seize s and set Of(x,o)(S) = O. If 
some number z < s is currently seized, see if min{¢x(z), Cx(S)} < c~. (If not, 
the construction runs forever at this point.) If ¢~(z)< q~x(S), set 
~I(x,0)(s) = 0, release z from seizure, and seize s; 'otherwise, set q)s(x.ol(S)= 
Suppose now that &i x = (say) {Xo}. In the construction of Oi(x,o), since 
(Vy 4: Xo) [~x(Y)< ~x(Xo)], at stage x o, x o is seized and is never subse- 
quently released from seizure. Clearly fi~f(~,o)=N. Also (Vy>Xo) 
[~I(x.o)(Y) = ~bx(Y)]; hence, ~x-*  ~y(x,0). 
(b) Compute ~ (with K0) as follows. Given input x, use K 0 to search 
for the least y (if any) such that ~x(Y) is not defined. If such a y is found, set 
~(x)= a program for the partial recursive function which agrees with ~x on 
fi~x and which =0 at argument y; otherwise, ~,(x) remains undefined. | 
We do not know if ~, in (b) can be taken to be total. 
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By "parallel processing," any program which halts on a set of inputs A 
can be effectively made to halt on an additional r.e. set of inputs. In 
Theorem 4 we show that in a very strong sense this observation is best 
possible and we improve a result of Case (1973). In Theorem 4, (B - -A)  
plays the role of the additional set of inputs. (ii) ~ (iii) ¢:> (iv) was proved in 
Case (1973) and ( i i i )~  (iv) was independently announced in Morris (1972). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose A and B are r.e. and A c_ B. Then the following 
four statements are equivalent, where "Q" abbreviates "[6¢x=A A (3y) 
[0x ----- Oy A 6~y = B]]." 
(i) (3~ partial reeursive in Ko) (¥x) [Q ~ [~,(x) is defined Af)x ~* 
Oo(x) A 60~x ) =*  B]]. 
(ii) (3 reeursive f )  (Vx) [Q=~ [(Jxc_ (~y~x> A cSCj.~x  =B]] .  
(iii) Every partial reeursive function with domain =A possesses a
partial reeursive xtension with domain = B. 
(iv) (B -- A) is r.e. 
Proof Suppose the hypothesis. Let a be such that W a =A.  (iii)=~ (ii) 
and (iv) ~ (iii) are proved in Case (1973). We prove (i) ~ (iv). Suppose (i). 
By Lemma 1, (3 recursive g) [~, c lim g]. We will eventually find an r.e. set 
=*  (B -A) ,  from which it follows that (B -A)  is r.e., i.e., (iv). Our strategy 
is to implicitly use the recursion theorem to define a partial recursive 
function Oe by stages and in terms of e in such a way that Q is satisfied for 
x = e. Furthermore, we will try very hard to force not ~i _*  ~g(~,s) for values 
of s large enough so that ~(e)= g(e, s). Now by (i) we cannot succeed in 
this, and it will turn out, since we tried so hard and nonetheless failed, that 
for all sufficiently large s C N and x CA,  q~a(x) < qSg(~,s)(x . This complexity 
condition will enable us to effectively enumerate a set =*  (B -  A). 
Stage s. Find the least x ~< s (if any) such that q~,(x) ~< s and x is not yet 
in 6~.  If x is greater than all numbers that have been checked so far and 
~)g(e,s)(X)~ a(X), set (~e(X)=(~g(e,s)(X)-}-I and check x; otherwise, set 
Oe(X) = O. 
Let C = {xlx  is eventually checked}. Clearly C_  6#e = A. An effective 
enumeration of C in increasing order can be extracted from the construction 
of 0e; hence C is recursive. We claim that O~ is extensible to domain =B. To 
see this, define a partial recursive function ~,' thus, 
~,'(x) = 0, if xC(B- -C) ,  
= Og(e,s)(X) ~- 1, if X is checked at stage s, 
= undefined, otherwise. 
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Clearly [0e___gt'A~gt'=B]. Hence, gt(e) is defined, OeC_*Oo(e), and 
6~o(e ) =* B. We claim that C is finite. Let So be so large that (¥s )s0)  
[~,(e) =g(e, s)]. Since ~be_C* ~o(e)= ~g(~,s), for all s ) s0 ,  and since every 
time a new number x is checked past stage s 0, ~(x)  is defined 4=q)o(~)(x), we 
have that after stage So, only finitely many numbers are ever checked. 
Clearly but finitely many numbers are checked before or during stage s o . 
Therefore C is finite. Let s~ be so large that Sl ) So and any number in A~ 
some number in C is already in fi~ before stage s I . In particular, then, since 
C _c A, for all s >/s 1, no number is checked at stage s. Clearly at any stage 
s ) s~, at which some x enters 60e, we must have that q~a(x) < ~g~e,s)(X), for 
otherwise we would check x. We claim that (6~o(e ~-A)  = {x[ Oe(x) is not 
defined before stage s I A (Bs >~ sl) [q~g(e,s)(X)~ s, q~a(x)]}, an r.e. set. It is 
straightforward to verify "_ ."  Suppose that x is an element of the right-hand 
set. Clearly x C 6~o(~ ) since for s/> s l, ~o(~)= Og(~,,). Suppose by way of 
contradiction xCA.  Let s be the stage at which x entered 6~e (=A). 
Therefore, q~(x) ~< s. Since x is an element of the right-hand set, s ) s~, and 
¢'g(e,~)(x) ~ q~(x). Now by the definition of stage s~, x > max C. Therefore, 
by the construction of ~e, x is checked at stage s, a contradiction. Hence, we 
have that (60o~e)-A)=the right-hand set. Therefore (fi~,~e)--A) is r.e. 
Since B =* 6f)o(~), we have (B -A)  =* (3~o~e) -A ) .  Hence (B --A) is also 
r.e.i.e., (iv). | 
In the proof of (iv) => (ii) in Theorem 4 (see Case, 1973), the algorithm for 
extending lx with domain =A to domain =B, uses an r.e. index i for (B -A) .  
In Case (1973) we showed that we cannot in general dispense with i and 
replace it by an index y for B in those cases where (B - A) is r.e. Theorem 5
strengthens this result, f i~ plays the role of A and Wy plays the role of B. 
THEOREM 5. Not (3qJ partial reeursive in Ko) (Vx, y) [[~0~___WyA 
( IVy-(~x)  is r.e.] => [gt(x,y) is defined A~x---* Oo~x.y)A fiC~x,y, =* Wy]]. 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction otherwise. Let n o be such that 
Wno=N. If 6~x is recursive, then [6¢~x_c Wn0A(Wn0-~x)  is r.e.]. It 
follows that (Vx) [60x is recursive => [~'(x, no) is defined AOx ~* 0o~,,o) A 
fiOo(X,,o) =* N]], contradicting Corollary 1. | 
In Case (1973) we considered the problem of fixing an r.e. set A and then 
finding an algorithm (which takes inputs x and y) for extending partial 
recursive functions Ox with domain =A to domain = IVy, where [A c_ Wy A 
(Wy--A) is r.e.]. We showed that there is such an algorithm ¢~A is 
recursive. Theorem 6 shows that if we allow output programs to make 
finitely many mistakes, then there is such an algorithm provided A is 
recursive, simple, or pseudo-simple. We make use of 
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LEMMA 2. Let A be r.e. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) A is reeursive, simple, or pseudo-simple. 
(ii) (~B r.e. ~_X) (re) [We~_X=> (We-B) is JTnite]]. 
Proof (i) => (ii) Suppose (i). If A is recursive, we may take B = A. If A 
is simple, we may take B = 0. If A is pseudo-simple, we may take B as in 
the definition of pseudo-simple. Therefore (ii). 
(ii) => (i) Suppose (ii). If (A U B) is co-finite, A is recursive. If (A U B) 
is c~-infinite, but B is finite, A is simple. If (A U B) is co-infinite and B is 
infinite, then A is pseudosimple. Hence, (i). II 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that A is reeursive, simple, or pseudosimple. Then 
(3 reeursivef) (Vx, y) [[6~x=A AA _ WyA (Wy-A)  r.e.] => [0~_~ 0sex,y, A 
Proof Suppose the hypothesis. Let B be as in Lemma 2. By the 
s -  m-  n theorem there is a recursive f such that 
Oz(~, y)(z) = ¢ix(Z), if z~A,  
=0,  if zC(B~Wy),  
= undefined, otherwise. 
We observe that (B n Wy) _~ iT making ~s(~,y) single-valued. Suppose [60x = 
A AAc  WyA (Wy--A) is r.e.]. Clearly Ox~Os(x,y). Also (Wy-A) is an 
r.e. subset of A; hence, ( (Wy-A) -B)  is finite. Now OOsc~,y)= (W~,- 
( (Wy-A) -B)) ;  hence 30:~x.y) =* Wy. | 
OPEN QUESTIONS 
We list some open questions. 
(1) Does the converse of Theorem 6 hold? We conjecture that it does. 
(2) Does A being recursive, simple, or pseudo-simple imply that (3 
recursive f )  (Vx, y) [[6¢x=A AA_~ W,A (W, -A)  is r .e. ]~ [¢~x_~* 
¢S(x,y) A ~$1Ji<x,y)= W,]]? 
(3) Let A be r.e. Does the converse of the implication mentioned in 
(2), hold? 
(4) Does (~ly partial recursive in Ko) (Vx, y) [[~0~=A AA _~ Wy A 
(Wy-A) is r.e.]=> [~'(x) is defined A0~_cCi0~)&io(~)= Wy]] imply A is 
recursive? 
PSEUDO-EXTENSIONS OF COMPUTABLE FUNCTIONS 
(5) What  happens to the impl icat ion ment ioned in 4 
output programs to make finitely many mistakes? 
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